
Graham Equine Trophy Price List 2024

This is a very basic pricing list and pricing is tentative. All orders will be quoted before ordering.
We are open to making things not listed and open to new ideas. It’s always best to get a
detailed quote. If your club has a specific budget, talk to us… if we can’t get to the price point
you need, we can look into ordering from some great suppliers. All of our custom tack is made
100% by me with the best materials..

Award Order Minimum… $500 total order & 4 or more of each item. We can go over more
details at time of ordering, like colors, concho style, etc.

Breastcollars
Base Price for Plain. $250 This includes several styles of BC & lettering, standard style
conchos

Add Ons-
Spots $30
Buckstitch $40
Inlay/Overlay Hide $25
Triangular Style BC $60
Fully Tooled $80
Full Fringe $50
Tassels $5 Each Tassel
Concho Upgrades, custom or bling ($$ varies), takes more time

Headstalls
Base Price for Plain. $165 one ear, $200 browband. This includes several styles, lettering
and standard conchos or ties.

Add-
Spots $20
Buckstitch $30
Inlay/Overlay $15
Fully Tooled $40
Concho Upgrades, custom or bling ($$ varies) takes more time.

Halters
Base Price for Plain, $135 This includes several styles with lettering and standard conchos or
ties. Contact me for other types of halters, mule tape, rope, hybrid, we do have an economy
noseband for $65!

Add-
Spots $10
Buckstitch $15
Inlay-Ovelay $15

3 Piece Halter $50
& Add-



Spots $10
Buckstitch $15
Inlay/Overlay $15

Other Items- As always contact us for any new ideas, most items I need to look up custom
pricing at the time of ordering. And please ask if you don’t see something listed.

Wither straps- Plain $75 Stamping and Plain Buckles.
Add ons - Spots $10, Buck Stitch $15, Inlay/Overlay $15, Conchos ($$ varies), Toling
$20

Reins- Dependant on Style and Availability, custom quote needed
Spurs- We are currently not set up to make spurs, but for a large order we may be willing to
purchase new patterns if we like them. I very much dislike making spur straps, LOL. I will need
my arm twisted on these (Being Honest, lol)
Wallets
Stirrups (I would like to make some cool wooden ones.. The idea is in my head only, lol)
Crops
Horse Paper Binders
Cosmetic Bags
Drink Holders for Back Cinch
Phone Holders
Baby Powder Holders
Trophy Belts
Coolers..We’ve done simple ones with a trophy tag added & fancy Yeti ones!
Saddle Strings
Custom Conchos
Back Cinch Phone Holders
Purses
Custom leather patches added to things (like Hay Bags, Trailer Door Organizers, etc)
Cold Cups with leather sleeves
Keychains
Saddle hangers
Ear Tags
Chapstick Holders
Brushes with leather tops

CUSTOM LOGO stamp for your club. We can order a custom stamp for your
club to make your awards really amazing! We are able to use this on your awards
and also in the future for more orders. Its an additional cost, usually no more
then $100.


